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Abstract: Federated learning (FL) is a machine learning paradigm for data silos and privacy protection，which aims to organize multiple cli⁃
ents for training global machine learning models without exposing data to all parties. However, when dealing with non-independently identi⁃
cally distributed (non-IID) client data, FL cannot obtain more satisfactory results than centrally trained machine learning and even fails to
match the accuracy of the local model obtained by client training alone. To analyze and address the above issues, we survey the state-of-the-
art methods in the literature related to FL on non-IID data. On this basis, a motivation-based taxonomy, which classifies these methods into
two categories, including heterogeneity reducing strategies and adaptability enhancing strategies, is proposed. Moreover, the core ideas and
main challenges of these methods are analyzed. Finally, we envision several promising research directions that have not been thoroughly stud⁃
ied, in hope of promoting research in related fields to a certain extent.
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1 Introduction

The potent ability of machine learning methods[1] comes
from learning the representation and internal laws of a
large number of sample data. The extensive use of
edge devices makes data collection less expensive.

However, the sample data collected by edge devices are often
scattered and small-scale in the real world. Hence, it is not
easy to train a practical machine learning model solely on
edge devices’data. Centralizing edge data for training also be⁃
comes more challenging with the gradual improvement of laws
and regulations related to data security, and therefore feder⁃
ated learning (FL) comes into being.
In FL, a central server can unite different clients (such as

edge devices and an entire organization) to cooperatively train
a global model that performs well on most clients while pre⁃
serving privacy. FL has attracted much attention from re⁃
searchers in recent years due to its excellent characteristics
and is widely used in various fields, including mobile edge de⁃
vices[2], the Internet of Things (IoT) [3], and medical collabora⁃
tion[4]. Fig. 1 shows the heat value of FL in Google search in
the past five years[5]. The higher the heat value, the more inter⁃
ested people are in federated learning in the current year.
Although FL solves the problem of cooperative learning

with small data under privacy constraints, it still faces some
challenges. Due to the geographic distribution and usage pat⁃
terns of edge devices, the data in the edge devices tend to be
skewed to varying degrees (including label skew, feature
skew, volume skew, time skew, and hybrid skew), also known
as data heterogeneity. The data heterogeneity challenges the
data’s independent and identically distributed (IID) assump⁃
tion. The existence of data heterogeneity challenges the as⁃
sumption of IID data, adding complexity to problem modeling,

▲Figure 1. Heat value of federated learning in Google search[5]
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theoretical analysis, and empirical evaluation of solutions. As
a result, the global model becomes difficult to adapt to indi⁃
vidual clients. On the non-independent and identically dis⁃
tributed (non-IID) data, the FL of a single global model, Fe⁃
dAvg[6], proved ineffective by experiments. Hence, a survey
of improved methods is necessary for researchers to further
analyze and solve FL problems on non-IID data.
Existing surveys on FL on non-IID data[7–8] focus on the ac⁃

tion position (such as data, models, and architecture) of pro⁃
cessing non-IID methods and cannot show the purpose and
motivation of the improved methods. To remedy this regret,
this survey investigates many improved methods that mitigate
the impact of non-IID data on FL and provides a new perspec⁃
tive on FL methods for analyzing non-IID data. These methods
are categorized into heterogeneity reducing strategies and
adaptability enhancing strategies from the perspective of core
motivations. On this basis, a detailed classification is carried
out respectively. The main contributions of this survey are
summarized as follows:
1) This survey provides a brief overview of FL concepts,

methods, and challenges posed by the non-IID data setting.
2) This survey proposes a unique perspective based on core

motivations. According to the core motivations of a method, ex⁃
isting state-of-the-art methods are classified into heterogeneity
reducing strategies and adaptability enhancing strategies. On
this basis, many FL methods for non-IID data are reviewed,
and their basic ideas and main challenges are analyzed.
3) We look forward to future research trajectories in some

related fields on non-IID data.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 pro⁃

vides an overview of FL and its non-IID data setting. Section 3
presents our induction of a unique taxonomy based on core
motivations. Section 4 analyzes the ideas and main challenges
of heterogeneity reducing strategies. Section 5 analyzes the
ideas and main challenges of adaptability enhancing strate⁃
gies. In Section 6, we look forward to future research direc⁃
tions in FL on non-IID data. Finally, we summarize the work
of this survey.
2 Preliminary Knowledge
In this section, we provide an overview of FL and non-IID

data settings of FL for understanding the problem of FL on
non-IID data.
2.1 Federated Learning
FL[6] aims to get a single globally optimal model from data

across thousands of clients to minimize the training loss for
each client. The data and training processes of all clients must
remain local to meet participants’needs for privacy. Fig. 2
shows the architecture of FL. The clients participating in the
training are different types of devices with different hardware
and software characteristics, and each client maintains a local
model. In each training, the server distributes the initial

model to the clients in the training. The clients update their
model parameters by utilizing their local data, and upload
their model parameters to the server for aggregation, thereby
completing the updating of the current round of the global
model. Finally, the server uses the updated global model as a
new initial model to participate in the next training. The
global model training objective function can be formulated as:
Θ* = argmin

Θ

1
n∑i = 1

n

Fi (θi,xij,yij ) , (1)
where Θ* is the global model parameter, θi is the local modelparameter of the i‐th client, n is the number of all clients, x is
the data feature, y is the data label, and Fi is the empiricalrisk of the i‐th client data.

2.2 Non-IID Data Setting
FL requires that the client data involved in the training sat⁃

isfy the IID assumptions. However, the collection of data in
the real world often depends on the usage of a specific device.
There is a certain degree of heterogeneity in the distribution
and quantity of data between clients, also known as skew [8–9].
Depending on the skew situation, we categorizes it as follows
in this survey.
•Label skew. The label distribution of data between clients

is different. Since each client may rate the same feature differ⁃
ently, records with the same characteristics may have different
labels. For example, many people love furry pets, but people
allergic to animal hair may not think so.
•Feature skew. The features of data between clients do not

overlap or partially overlap. Due to differences in viewing

▲Figure 2. Architecture of federated learning (FL) in each training
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angle and modality, records with the same label may have very
different characteristics or even be completely different. For
example, when two cameras at different positions capture the
same object, the description (front view and left view) of the
object’s features may be quite different.
•Quantity skew. The quantity of client data varies. Due to

differences in computing and storage capabilities of client de⁃
vices, the numbers of data that devices can use for federated
training may be different. For example, there will be hundreds
of fold differences in the frequency of temperature measure⁃
ments and the number of temperature data stored between
home and industrial electronic thermometers, which may lead
to a preference for clients with larger data sets.
•Time skew. The distribution of client data is time-

dependent. The data collected by the device may vary by day,
night, or season. For example, the usage and driving character⁃
istics of shared bicycles may be significantly different in the
morning and the evening, and the transmission characteristics
of COVID-19 may also be significantly different in summer
and winter.
•Hybrid skew. Client data have two or more skews of the

above.
Client data take on the characteristics of non-IID by the differ⁃

ent types of skew mentioned above. Due to the difference in the
distribution of clients, the convergence direction of a small num⁃
ber of clients may deviate from most of the other clients when FL
is trained on non-IID data. This is known as client drift[10], which
is an essential factor that impairs the effect of FL.
3 Federated Learning Strategies on Non-
IID Data
This survey provides a comprehensive examination of the

FL on non-IID data in recent years. On this basis, it classi⁃
fies existing FL strategies on non-IID data from the perspec⁃
tive of motivation, mainly including heterogeneity reducing
strategies (Section 4) and adaptability enhancing strategies
(Section 5). Then, the specific methods of the two strategies
are further subdivided according to the
data processing level and client organiza⁃
tion. Our proposed taxonomy is shown in
Fig. 3, which is the basis for a compre⁃
hensive review and systematic analysis of
existing methods. Fig. 4 shows the setup
of two basic strategies, namely heteroge⁃
neity reducing strategies, which perform
preprocessing before the client partici⁃
pates in federated training so that the
data participating in federated training is
close to the IID data, and adaptability en⁃
hancing strategies, which use various
means to obtain a personalized model to
enhance the model’s adaptability to non-
IID data when the client performs (or

completes) federated training. This section will describe both
strategies in detail.
3.1 Heterogeneity Reducing Strategies
The heterogeneity reducing strategies aim to keep the data

involved in the federated training close to the IID data, as
shown in Fig. 4(a). Since the data distribution between clients
may differ, the server may experience client drift while orga⁃
nizing clients to train a single global model collaboratively.
The client drift makes it difficult for the global model on the
server to achieve the desired training effect. A natural idea for
this challenge is that the server can perform federated training
on data approaching the IID by reducing the heterogeneity be⁃
tween client data. Reduction in heterogeneity simplifies the
difficulty of server model aggregation and reduces the risk that
the model cannot converge. The primary means of heterogene⁃
ity reducing strategies summarized in this survey include data
preprocessing and client selection. The methods of data pre⁃
processing aim to directly or indirectly convert the non-IID
data of the client participating in the training into IID data be⁃
fore the client uses the respective data to participate in the
federated training. The methods of client selection aim to se⁃
lect the subset of clients with the slightest degree of data skew
to participate in federated training.
3.2 Adaptability Enhancing Strategies
The adaptability enhancing strategies aim to learn personal⁃

ized models for clients with different distributions, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). The heterogeneity reducing strategies can effectively
prevent the adverse effects of non-IID data in FL. However,
even a high-quality global model may lose some of the client’s
private information. The loss of client information causes the
model to degrade on specific clients. Therefore, some scholars
have proposed an FL method with more robust client adapt⁃
ability. Unlike the heterogeneity reducing strategies summa⁃
rized in this survey, the server no longer trains a single global
model in the adaptability enhancing strategies. Multiple re⁃
fined models are adapted to clients with different data distri⁃

▲Figure 3. Taxonomy of federated learning (FL) strategies on non-IID data proposed in this
survey
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butions by personalizing the global model aggregated by the
server. The primary means of adaptability enhancing strate⁃
gies summarized in this survey include federated multitask
learning, federated clustering learning, and federated knowl⁃
edge distillation. Federated multitask learning aims to find re⁃
lated subtasks in FL and use domain-specific knowledge to
train similar models for them. Federated clustering learning
aims to cluster clients with similar distributions into a class on
client data with inherent partitions and train a cluster model
to adapt to its inherent partitions. Federated knowledge distil⁃
lation aims to transfer knowledge between the server and cli⁃
ent models (or only between client models), improving its per⁃
formance on unknown heterogeneous data.
4 Heterogeneity Reducing Strategies
This section will introduce FL methods on non-IID motivated

by reducing heterogeneity. The primary setting of these meth⁃
ods is shown in Fig. 5. This survey classifies them into data pre⁃
processing methods and client selection methods according to
the different levels of data processed by the server, where the
data preprocessing method preprocesses the client’s data be⁃
fore joining the training and converts the non-IID data into IID
data, and client selection selects the client subset with the most
negligible heterogeneity to join the training. Table 1 shows the
advantages and disadvantages of these methods.
4.1 Data Preprocessing
Classical data preprocessing methods include oversam⁃

pling[11] and undersampling[12]. Before performing machine
learning training, increasing or decreasing the number of train⁃
ing times for specific types of samples in the dataset can effec⁃
tively reduce data heterogeneity. This survey classifies the

data preprocessing methods in FL into direct preprocessing
and indirect preprocessing.
In the direct preprocessing methods, the server directly al⁃

ters the data involved in training so that training is done on
data close to the IID. TUOR et al.[13] proposed federated learn⁃
ing based on data correlation. They set up a small task-
specific benchmark data set on the server and trained a bench⁃
mark model against it. The benchmark model was used to de⁃
termine the relevance of local data on the clients and filter out
data samples irrelevant to the learning task. Each client used
only its selected subset of relevant data during FL. However,
since the distribution of participating training clients in the
federated environment is unknown, the setting of the bench⁃
mark dataset faces incredible difficulties. The difference be⁃
tween the benchmark dataset distribution and the real data set
will be an essential factor in determining the model’s perfor⁃
mance. YOSHIDA et al. [14] proposed a hybrid FL. Clients al⁃
lowed their data to be uploaded to the server to build an ap⁃
proximate IID dataset. The server then updated the global
model with IID data and aggregated it with other locally up⁃
dated models from clients. Such methods are relatively easy to
implement and do not require a preset benchmark dataset.
However, building IID datasets directly from the server raises
data privacy concerns when a trusted central server is not
guaranteed. YOON et al. [15] proposed mean augmented feder⁃
ated learning (MAFL), an average enhanced FL framework,
which exchanged model parameters and additional data gener⁃
ated by the mix. Based on MAFL, FedMix is proposed to ap⁃
proximate the loss function of global mixing by Taylor expan⁃
sion. This approximation involved only the average data from
other clients, with some privacy to the server.
In the indirect preprocessing methods, the server designs the

▲Figure 4. Heterogeneity reducing strategies and adaptability enhancing strategies: (a) Heterogeneity reducing strategies and (b) adaptability en⁃
hancing strategies
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encoding method to obtain the encrypted data distribution indi⁃
rectly and thus balance the data distribution. DUAN et al. [16]
proposed a self-balancing FL framework named Astraea. Be⁃
fore training, the server classified the majority and minority
classes based on the Z-score outlier detection algorithm and
then performed data preprocessing to adapt to the classes. In
training, the mediator of asynchronously receiving and apply⁃
ing client updates was proposed to average local imbalance.
The mediator made the distribution of data collection close to
unity by rearranging the clients to participate in the training.
However, this algorithm requires the server to have more un⁃
derstanding of the context information of the client. WU et al.
designed a generative convolutional autoencoder (GCAE) in
Ref. [17]. By synthesizing minority class samples through
GCAE, a class-balanced dataset was generated to retrain the
client’s local model. The process alleviated the non-IID of
clients’data and achieved better-personalized prediction.
Furthermore, because GCAE contains only a small number
of model parameters, it can significantly reduce the commu⁃
nication overhead during model transfer.

4.2 Client Selection
Such work designs client-level data distribution balancing

methods. Because the server does not need to preprocess the
data directly, the methods avoid the privacy problems
caused by directly processing the client data. This survey
classifies them into context-based methods and deep-
learning-based methods according to the difference in server
selection of clients.
The context-based methods focus on utilizing available en⁃

vironmental information in FL. ZHAO et al.[18] proposed an en⁃
hanced FL method, Newt, which selects participating clients
in heterogeneous FL. On the one hand, under the joint consid⁃
eration of the client dataset and weight update size, the server
selected the available clients in a specific FL task by setting
selectors to explore the trade-off between accuracy perfor⁃
mance and system progress for each round. On the other hand,
the frequency of client selection was taken as an additional di⁃
mension to optimize the client selection algorithm. This allows
the server to maintain fundamental fairness in its biased selec⁃
tion of clients. SHU et al.[19] proposed a computation and com⁃
munication efficient federated learning via adaptive sampling
of data and clients, called FLAS. The server captured data dis⁃
tribution among different clients and set adaptive thresholds
during the learning process to improve local computing effi⁃
ciency and accelerate client convergence. In addition, the
server selected clients with the same convergence phase to re⁃
duce the communication cost between the client and the
server. The context-based methods require the server to have
a priori knowledge of the client data distribution, limiting the
application of FL in environments with strict information con⁃
straints.
The deep-learning-based methods bring practical experi⁃

ence from deep learning to FL and use online learning to per⁃
form client selection. ZHANG et al.[20] designed an experience-

▼Table 1. Summary of specific methods based on heterogeneity reduc⁃
ing strategies
Methods

Data
preprocessing

Client
selection

Ways

Direct

Indirect

Context-based

Deep-learning-
based

Advantages

• Easy to implement

• Strong privacy

• Faster model
converges
• No context required
• Better effect

Disadvantages

• May reveal privacy
• Proxy dataset required
• Contextual information may be
required
• More complex to implement
• May reveal privacy

• Higher time and space costs

▲Figure 5. Method settings for heterogeneity reducing strategies: (a) data preprocessing and (b) client selection
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driven FL method based on deep reinforcement learning. The
server mitigated the negative impact of non-IID data by select⁃
ing a subset of participants and adaptively adjusting their
batch size. This method can adaptively determine system pa⁃
rameters without knowing any prior information to control local
model training and global aggregation and maximize the model
accuracy of each round of communication. WANG et al.[21] pro⁃
posed an experience-driven FL framework, FAVOR. An agent
with dual deep Q-learning network (DDQN) training was de⁃
signed to perform active client selection to obtain the optimal
client terminal set. The agent offset bias was introduced by
non-IID data and speeded up the FL process. One of the ad⁃
vantages of Q-learning is comparing the expected utility of
available actions without prior environmental information.
Therefore, this method can train and reuse data more effec⁃
tively than the context-based methods in federated environ⁃
ments with strict information constraints. However, the deep-
learning-based methods tend to have high costs in time and
space, which imposes higher requirements on the performance
of federated networks.
5 Adaptability Enhancing Strategies
This section will investigate FL methods on non-IID moti⁃

vated by enhancing adaptability. The settings of the different
methods are shown in Fig. 6. This survey classifies FL tasks
into federated multitasking learning, federated clustering
learning, and federated knowledge distillation based on how
they are organized between the server and the client. Feder⁃
ated multitask learning finds relevant task clients for knowl⁃
edge exchange and collaborative training in the training pro⁃
cess. Federated clustering learning classifies clients with simi⁃
lar data distribution as clusters and learns the cluster model
according to clusters. Federated knowledge distillation ex⁃

changes the knowledge in their models between the server and
the client (or between the clients), which makes the model out⁃
put close to each other. Table 2 shows the advantages and dis⁃
advantages of these methods.
5.1 Federated Multitask Learning
Multitask learning exploits the similarity between tasks

while solving multiple potentially related tasks[22]. These tasks
are somewhat related but not identical. By introducing multi⁃
task learning, each client learns knowledge from all relevant
tasks, which facilitates the training of more adaptive client
models. This survey divides federated multitask learning on
non-IID into client-based methods, and subtask-division-
based methods based on how multitasks are set up.
The client-based methods regard clients with different data

distribution as different tasks. The server constructs an asso⁃
ciation matrix between the clients to organize the relevant cli⁃
ent to participate in the collaboration. SMITH et al. [23] intro⁃
duced multitask learning into FL and proposed a novel
systems-aware optimization method, MOCHA. This algorithm
extended primal-dual optimization into a federated multitask⁃
ing setting and defined a data-local subproblem to separate
computation across clients. MOCHA learned a personalized
model for each client during joint optimization of multiple sub-
problems. However, this algorithm can only be applied to con⁃
vex target problems, and all clients must be guaranteed to par⁃
ticipate in each round of training. HUANG et al.[24] introduced
the attention message passing mechanism into FL and pro⁃
posed FedAMP. This algorithm implemented an attention
mechanism by calculating the similarity between client model
weights, iteratively encouraging more cooperation between
similar clients. Based on this, a personalized cloud model was
maintained for each client using a messaging mechanism. Cli⁃

▲Figure 6. Method settings for adaptability enhancing strategies: (a) federated multitask learning, (b) federated clustering learning, and (c) federated
knowledge distillation
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ents with similar models could achieve closer cooperation and
improved cooperation efficiency through this positive feed⁃
back mechanism. However, such an algorithm may actively
segregate clients with different distributions when the data are
highly non-IID. These segregated clients will be more likely to
converge to the local optimum. JAMALI-RAD et al. [25] pro⁃
posed an FL algorithm with Taskonomy (FLT). Unlike
FedAMP, this algorithm initialized an encoder with an on-
server standard dataset and sent it to each client. The server
received the latent representation obtained by the client com⁃
pressed by the encoder and generated a task association ma⁃
trix accordingly. On this basis, the personalization model was
trained using the associations between clients. Since this algo⁃
rithm only needs to pass the encoder to the client at one time,
higher operating efficiency is obtained.
The subtask-division-based methods divide the FL task into

multiple sub-tasks and perform multitask learning in a feder⁃
ated setting by organizing the subtasks. LI et al. [26] proposed
Ditto, a federated multitask learning framework. Ditto added a
regularization term to the original objective function of the cli⁃
ent model. This algorithm used an objective function with
added regularization terms for local training, while the original
objective function was used for global training. This algorithm
achieved a trade-off between robustness and fairness by ad⁃
justing a hyperparameter λ under the condition of personaliza⁃
tion. Ditto achieves promising results on both convex and non-
convex targets. MARFOQ et al.[27] designed a federated multi⁃
task model FedEM based on mixed data distribution. This al⁃
gorithm assumed that the data distribution for each client was
a mixture of M underlying distributions, with different distri⁃
butions as subtasks. Clients used only the points sampled
from the mixture distribution to construct an unbiased esti⁃
mate of the true risk on each subtask and jointly learned
shared component models and personalized hybrid weights

through EM-like algorithms. Even if the two clients have com⁃
pletely different data distributions, both can benefit from
knowing the same distribution drawn from all other clients’
datasets. Notably, this method allows clients to join training at
any time.
5.2 Federated Clustering Learning
Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning method

that aims to generate multiple clusters of data with similar
characteristics[28]. In FL, cluster models can be obtained by
clustering clients and intra-cluster aggregation between global
and local models. The cluster model has more robust adapt⁃
ability to the clients within the clusters. This survey classifies
the clustering into model-loss-based methods and client-
similarity-based methods by their clustering bases.
The model-loss-based methods select a representative

model as the cluster center, and clients can join the cluster of
the model with the most negligible loss. GHOSH et al. [29] pro⁃
posed the iterative federated clustering algorithm, IFCA. The
server trained K models simultaneously and broadcasted the K
models to all clients simultaneously. Each client joined a
unique cluster by finding the model with the smallest loss.
Cluster-based FL model aggregation was then performed on
the server. However, since the server needs to broadcast K
cluster models to all clients, its communication overhead is K
times that of FedAvg. Based on Ref. [29], LI et al.[30] absorbed
the idea of soft clustering and considered that different clus⁃
ters have gradients and blurred boundaries. The authors di⁃
vided clients into N-associated clusters and performed model
fusion and local updates based on multiple cluster models.
This method could utilize the information of boundary clients
more effectively and realized information fusion between dif⁃
ferent clusters to a certain extent. Its communication cost is
the same as in Ref. [28]. The loss-based method can ensure a
specified number of cluster partitions. However, since several
representative models need to be selected as cluster models
(cluster centers), the clustering effect may be sensitive to the
selected models and the number of them. Furthermore, the cli⁃
ents need to perform a cluster center model for each cluster to
find the cluster with the smallest loss. This leads to extra com⁃
putation for model loss-based methods.
The client-similarity-based methods take the similarity be⁃

tween model parameters or model parameter updates to repre⁃
sent client similarity. SATTLER et al. [31] proposed a recursive
cluster FL method. After training the global model, this algo⁃
rithm accorded with the cosine similarity between the last gra⁃
dient updates of the client. Hierarchical clustering was used
to iteratively bisect the client until the lower bound of the co⁃
sine distance within the cluster or the upper bound of the co⁃
sine distance between the clusters was satisfied. With the re⁃
cursive method, the user does not need to pre-set the number
of clusters. Even on non-convex optimization problems, solid
mathematical guarantees for clustering quality can be pro⁃

▼Table 2. Summary of specific methods based on adaptability enhanc⁃
ing strategies
Methods

Federated
multitask
learning

Federated
clustering
learning

Federated
knowledge
distillation

Ways

Client-based
Subtask-
division-based

Model-loss-based

Client-similarity-
based

One-way distilla⁃
tion

Mutual distillation

Advantages

• Easy to implement
• Part-time joins al⁃
lowed

• Easy to implement
• Predictable effect

• No need to preset the
number of clusters

• Strong privacy

• Robust to heteroge⁃
neous models
• Suitable for a large
number of clients

Disadvantages

• Possibility to isolate het⁃
erogeneous clients
• Data quality sensitive
• Need to preset the num⁃
ber of clusters
• Communication over⁃
head is high
• Lack of theoretical anal⁃
ysis
• Poor to heterogeneity
model
• Contextual information
may be required
• Negative transfer possi⁃
ble
• Lack of theoretical anal⁃
ysis
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vided. However, the model gradient-based methods have cer⁃
tain limitations. Because gradient descent methods may get
stuck in local optima, those models’gradients pointing to the
local optima cannot represent the similarity of these clients.
Furthermore, in the gradient descent process, the model takes
a mini-batch (a small subset of the data set) from the full data
set each time to calculate the gradient, and then adjusts the
parameters. The gradient directions given by these small mini-
batches will vary. FRABONI et al.[32] proposed two aggregation
sampling methods based on sample size and similarity. This
algorithm pre-sets M different distributions and then puts cli⁃
ents into different distributions based on the number of
samples or similarities. Experiments show that it can converge
to a smaller value on non-IID data. ZHANG et al. [33] consid⁃
ered a measure of the same similarity between the client’s
computing power and its network conditions with the server
and the skewed data distribution. Therefore, the client similar⁃
ity was defined as the gradient direction and model update de⁃
lay while solving the problems of data skew and system hetero⁃
geneity.
It is worth noting that clustering-based methods can

achieve excellent results when applied to data distributions
with transparent partitions. However, in the real world, such
scenarios are minimal. More importantly, there is no good
theoretical analysis to prove the validity of clustering basis, in⁃
cluding methods based on model loss and model gradients.
5.3 Federated Knowledge Distillation
Knowledge distillation hopes to transfer the knowledge

learned by machine learning models from specific tasks to re⁃
lated tasks[34]. The fundamental difference from traditional ma⁃
chine learning is that knowledge distillation relaxes the as⁃
sumptions of IID data and allows for direct knowledge transfer
between models. Therefore, in FL, clients can benefit from
this process even if they have different data distributions. By
reducing the importance of the data in the training process, a
more adaptive client model can be obtained using federated
knowledge extraction in a non-IID data setting. This survey
classifies federated knowledge distillation into one-way distil⁃
lation methods and mutual distillation methods based on the
direction of knowledge transfer.
The one-way distillation methods can quickly transfer the

knowledge contained in the dominant teacher model to the stu⁃
dent model. In FL, both the server and the client can be set as
teacher models. LIN et al. [35] proposed an ensemble distilla⁃
tion FedDF for federated model fusion. This algorithm built P
groups of heterogeneous client models (which may vary in
structure and numerical precision), evaluated on small
batches of unlabeled data pre-stored by the server. The classi⁃
fication ensembles distill their logit output to train the student
model on the server. This method improves the efficiency of
client model training and has good robustness to data skew. LI
et al.[36] proposed a federated learning method via model distil⁃

lation (FedMD) by combining transfer learning and knowledge
distillation. Each client used its own model prediction server
to share the dataset to obtain class scores, and the server aver⁃
aged the class scores as a global consensus. Each client
learned this consensus through model distillation to obtain bet⁃
ter client models. In this way, other clients’knowledge could
be leveraged without the need to share its private data or
model architecture explicitly. However, both the FedDF and
FedMD have to pre-store a representative dataset on the cli⁃
ent, which is a significant challenge. ZHU et al.[37] proposed a
data-free knowledge distillation (FEDGEN) based on genera⁃
tive learning. The server used the client label prediction mod⁃
ule (instead of the data) to learn a global generator that gener⁃
ated a feature representation matching the client-side labels.
Each client model implemented knowledge distillation from
the server to the client by sampling the generated feature rep⁃
resentation. However, the one-way distillation may be chal⁃
lenging to achieve good results in the face of model heteroge⁃
neity.
The mutual distillation methods can be applied to diverse

network architectures and are robust to heterogeneous models
of different sizes. Better accuracy can also be achieved when
training with a large number of clients. BISTRITZ et al. [38]
proposed a distributed distillation algorithm that established a
new topological relationship between clients, and each client
could only connect and communicate with a few nearby de⁃
vices. In each round of iterations, the clients accepted the soft
network decisions of their neighbors in a chain, updated their
soft network decisions through the consensus algorithm, and
sent them to other neighbors. A more adaptive client model
was obtained by limiting the loss of self-model features
through knowledge distillation between adjacent clients. LI et
al.[39] proposed FedH2L, which took the federated network as a
collection of students, and all clients taught each other. To
manage the global and client gradient conflict, they designed
projected gradients to update the model to maximize intra-
domain and cross-domain performance, performing well on
non-IID data. Bidirectional distillation avoids the dependence
on the powerful teacher model, and the student model can im⁃
prove the learning efficiency and generalization ability of the
network through online mutual learning. However, the meth⁃
ods of mutual distillation still lack theoretical analysis, and
sometimes unavoidable negative knowledge transfer occurs.
Participants may get caught up in groupthink, where the blind
leads the blind.
6 Future Directions
Many methods have been proposed for the FL on non-IID

data, but some problems are still not well solved. This section
will discuss some of these challenges and examine their future
research trajectories.
•Heterogeneity Analysis: A client heterogeneity analysis

method is still missing, though the FL on non-IID data has re⁃
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ceived extensive attention and research. Specifically, existing
methods for heterogeneity analysis based on model loss[29] or
model parameter update (gradient) [31] have limitations such as
being sensitive to manual settings and lack of theoretical
proofs (details in Section 5.2) and cannot achieve the desired
goal well. So how to design a client heterogeneity analysis
method with good generalization is still an open problem.
•Hyperparameter: Existing FL methods for non-IID data

have achieved good performance. However, the vast number
of hyperparameters presented in these methods adversely af⁃
fects the debugging and use of FL networks. Furthermore,
due to the significant differences in the number and usage of
hyperparameters for different methods, it is not easy to evalu⁃
ate the actual effectiveness of those proposed innovative
methods fairly.
•Security Assurance: The FL applications tend to have high

privacy and high-risk characteristics, such as in the business
and medical field, because of FL’s better privacy. Some re⁃
cent studies have shown that the privacy guarantees of FL
methods, such as FedAvg, can be easily broken by attackers
using methods such as inversion[40] and inference[41]. So it is
necessary to conduct more in-depth research on possible at⁃
tacks and corresponding preventions and design FL methods
with more security assurance.
•Interpretability: The interpretability of deep learning has

always been the focus and difficulty of research. Since the fed⁃
erated setting has the characteristics of distributed training
and data heterogeneity, how interpreting its training and
decision-making process will be more complicated. There is
little discussion on the interpretability of FL today, and more
reliable explanations can enhance users’confidence in FL.
•Dedicated Datasets: In FL, researchers need to design

their data partitioning algorithms for CIFAR100, Fashion
MINIST, and other existing datasets. Since the algorithm’s
performance may be diverse under different data distributions,
the algorithm’s performance cannot be well proved using the
self-divided data set. Dedicated homogeneous and heteroge⁃
neous datasets and data partition algorithms must be designed
to align with real-world environments.
7 Conclusions
This survey provides an overview of FL on non-IID data.

First, the background and settings of both FL and non-IID
data are introduced. Then, according to the motivation of exist⁃
ing methods, a new taxonomy is proposed. Specifically, the ex⁃
isting methods are classified into two categories: heterogeneity
reducing strategies and adaptability enhancing strategies. In
addition, the core ideas, key technologies, and main chal⁃
lenges of the methods are emphasized. Finally, the future re⁃
search trajectories for some existing challenges in this field
are conceived. We hope this work will help researchers to fur⁃
ther overcome the challenges of FL on non-IID data.
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